
Sophie BenShitta Maven sells audio energy products that she claims  
 

energizes your water to its native coherence, which is 650 on the vibrational 
scale. 

 
I searched her entire website http://yourvibration.com/ to become familiar with her 
vibrational scale and could find no information. On her webpage she states  
 

"vibrational frequency is not a real number, the real number would be too many 
digits to comprehend." 
 

 

Despite this statement Sophie passes judgment via her "vibrational scale" numbers  
whatever that might be. 
 
Sophie claims to be a former award winning architect, and magazine publisher who 
suffered brain damage from an surgical operation.  However she does not provide 
information on her specific condition and what kind of surgical operation was performed. 
 
She further claims  
 

In 2003 I started my ascension" by first shaking my brain into wholeness, 
restoring most of the brain functions I lost in 1998.  

 
Again Sophie does not give the specifics regarding her "ascension." 
 
Somewhere along her recovery from the brain damage she began utilizing a technique 
known as muscle testing. However there are numerous forms of muscles testing and 
she does not give the specific form she utilizes on her website. 
 
Sophie's website does not have any kind of research and development webpage 
regarding her audio energy products that is similar to the findings posted on the Tri-
Vortex Technology website http://trivortex.com/Research.html/ 
 

Sophie conducted a "Vibrational Review" of the Tri-Vortex Technology Disc and me via 
her muscle testing and posted her findings on her website. I copied the post and my 
comments are in green. Whereas most reviewers actually have the Tri-Vortex products 
in their hands or on their research tables, Sophie does her analysis from a great 
distance with just her feelings  Sophie further states on her website. 
 

I can teach you to connect. I can activate your divine blueprint with you and for 
you. I can teach you how to get into vibrational harmony with what you want, 
money, health, intimacy, your life's purpose. 
 

Are Sophie's products, claims, analysis techniques and her conclusions a classic case 
of Buyer Beware? 



Vibrational Review: Trivortex and Brian David 
Andersen and energized water 

As usual, this review was prompted by a student's email to me. 
 
After I spent two days in pain from checking out an energy 
"healer" in California, I was quite scared to expose myself 
again. 

Yesterday I clocked myself diligently every 30 minutes, and 
before I fell asleep, and woke up well and without pain. So here 
is the email and here is the review... interesting. 

This beginning needs much more information and really does not make any 

sense whatsoever. 

Good morning Sophie. 

Could you please test this guy for me and if his products any good? 
http://trivortex.com/Andersen.html. My friend has a wellness shop in town and I used to 
work for her some. A year ago she sold me a Tri-Vibe and a Disc which I don't use. 
http://trivortex.com/products.html. Apparently products do something because people 
report pain disappearing and water tastes better but I have muscle tested it against the 
body and it makes chakra's weak and water to me tastes no different. Vortex is very strong 
I actually feel it. If I put it over my body it makes me dizzy. 

My testing (muscle testing while connected to Source) shows that the trivortex disk may 
produce the same or similar changes in the water as my Water energizer. The time, 30-180 
seconds can't be correct, but it is possible that the disc actually energizes the water by 
removing the incoherence. To the degree it removes it, to the same degree the water 
becomes coherent and drinkable. The price: $75 is quite prohibitive for most, especially 
compared with the audio which is $20 and you can have several copies of it playing at the 
same time, while you have to buy several disks to have the same results. 
 
Sophie does not include the cost for the headset and audio player with her 

product that equals or exceeds the cost of one Tri-Vortex Technology Disc. One 

does not need several Discs to improve the molecular structure of water or 

relieve pain and soreness. She totally fabricated that false statement. 

 



The rest of the stuff I think is quite hokey... 

What stuff is hokey? The Tri-Vortex Technology research page or other 

products?  

I haven't tested using the audio against a body part that hurts... you should test it for me, 
I'd test it myself, but I rarely have anything that hurts. 

About the founder: Brian David Andersen: personal vibration: 
190. Feeling: pressing shield over entire chest, from underarm to 
underarm, very immobilizing... with occasional stabs of pain in the 
Seat of The Soul (the triangular area above the heart). Despair... 
hopelessness. 
 
At the age of 62 I play full court basketball with men 10 to 

40 years younger than me and I was just married on 

October 31, 2014 to my smart, sensitive and beautiful wife 

Linda who is an expert emergency and spay/neuter 

Veterinarian.  I am a guest speaker in the excellent 

documentary The Business of Disease 

http://www.thebusinessofdisease.com/ 

Also I just completed a paper about the Ebola Syndrome 

http://trivortex.com/Ebola-Syndrome.html/ 

Please read letter by Judith Kravitz - Founder - Transformational Breath 

http://trivortex.com/JudithKravitz.pdf 

 

If my life is despair and hopelessness according to Sophie's standards then I 

want to remain just exactly where I am. Regretfully her standards are as nebulous 

and worthless as her vibrational scale. 

Also, I would like to ask if you could please test if I am energy sensitive? When ever in the 
past I would go to energy healing websites or hold any energy product it squeezes my chest 
and it's hard to breathe. After learning from you I am not interested in energy healers any 
more especially after I learned about attachments they can put. I hope I don't have any... 

Yes, you are energy sensitive... i.e. normal... the people that don't feel the energies are too 
dense from stuck energies, and probably can't feel much of anything. 

How ridiculous. 

  



UPDATE: several of my students stopped using their gadget after this article and got better, 
funky problems disappeared... hm. Interesting 

Again what gadgets? Sophie seems to make sweeping general statements with 
no explanation, proof, transition or common sense. 

Sophie demeaning me and my products based upon performing the muscle 
testing upon herself is beyond amateur and disgusting. I do hope she will remove 
any mention of me or Tri-Vortex Technology from her website so this post can 
also be removed. 

http://www.yourvibration.com/contact/ 


